NTT DATA UK and ICE InsureTech announce a new strategic partnership
London, 21 May 2020: NTT DATA, a world leader in consulting and IT services, today announced it
has agreed a strategic partnership with ICE InsureTech, a specialist software provider to insurers.
NTT DATA UK will work in collaboration with ICE as a systems integrator and to support the ICE
future business growth.
The partnership will allow ICE InsureTech to leverage NTT DATA’s system integration expertise, with
the ability to expand its footprint across the Insurance market and to run more implementations in
parallel.
ICE InsureTech, part of the Acturis Group, is a specialist software provider to insurers, MGAs, claims
administrators and accident management companies. The ICE Insurance Suite handles the
management and processing of insurance claims, policies, billing and rating. Its customers include
the AA and Hood Group.
ICE’s software solution offers a faster speed to market at a lower cost of implementation than other
insurance administration platforms. This enables insurers to replace legacy software or implement
new lines of business at a reasonable cost. The key benefits of the partnership include:
•
•
•

ICE will leverage NTT DATA’s wealth of experience in large-scale system integration expertise
and knowledge, complementing and growing its ability to execute
NTT DATA UK will use their strong Insurance focus and vast cloud capabilities to sell,
implement, and manage the ICE Insurance Suite in Microsoft Azure
The companies will work together to accelerate ICE’s existing product roadmap and further
develop its market-leading solutions for the insurance industry, backed by NTT DATA’s
breadth and depth of expertise.

As with the culture at ICE InsureTech, this new working relationship with NTT DATA UK will form new
long-term partnerships where we both bring innovation, creativity and change together.
Simon Williams, CEO at NTT DATA UK, said: “Insurance is a strategic market for NTT DATA UK, and
continues to grow through our deep-routed heritage in accelerating innovation for our clients. We
are delighted to be working with ICE InsureTech, a company that provides a proven insurance
platform, and whose agility enables faster implementations.”
Kim Gray, Head of Insurance and Diversity & Inclusion Lead at NTT DATA UK added: “We are looking
forward to a mutually beneficial partnership with ICE InsureTech. The partnership will see us working
together to further develop the ICE Insurance Suite as well as adding our systems integration
expertise. This will help ICE InsureTech to further grow its market-leading offering to European
markets and benefit existing clients.”
Andrew Passfield, CEO at ICE InsureTech, commented: “We are excited to partner with NTT DATA UK
with our ICE Insurance Suite software solutions. This partnership will accelerate and expand our
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ability in delivering multiple implementations and provides support for the increased demand of our
ICE solutions, which are proven in delivering flexibility, digitalisation, and in speed to market.

Ends
About NTT DATA
NTT DATA is a leading IT services provider and trusted global innovator, headquartered in Tokyo,
with business operations in over 50 countries. Our emphasis is on long-term commitment combining
global reach with local intimacy to provide premier professional services varying from consulting and
systems development to outsourcing. For more information, visit www.nttdata.com
About ICE InsureTech
ICE InsureTech, part of the Acturis Group, is a market-leading specialist software provider to
insurers, MGAs, claims administrators and accident management companies. The ICE products are
enterprise-grade, cloud native, modular software solutions for the management and processing of
insurance claims, policies, billing and rating, with integrated analytics – comprising ICE Claims, ICE
Policy, ICE Billing, ICE Rating, ICE Analytics and ICE Digital. It is a complete solution that is
implemented in very short timescales – delivering immediate benefits to your business. The ICE
solution is fully IoT enabled, covering all lines of business, including connected car/telematics and
connected property, across both personal and commercial insurance. For more information, please
visit www.iceinsuretech.com Follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter: @iceinsuretech
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